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On June 7th, 1992 a beautiful lozenge-shaped 
stained glass window was Installed In the transom 
aormer of the central hallway In EON'S offices. This 
window was created for us by local stained glass 
artist Timothy Avery. Tim also made the iris window 
we have been selling raffle tickets for. The new 
window, In glowing shades of red. o llver. 
yellow, and a field ofll t blu as as Its des! the 
o o ed the "BERDACHE," hlch we have 

been encouraging the ans ered community as 
a whole to adopt as a meaningful symbol- such as 
the pink triangle serves the gay community. 

With the Installation of this declaration of our 
presence, It seems timely to recall here how our 
symbol was chosen, and what Its elements 
represent. The symbol was selected by the EON 
board In the spring of 1991. Its meaning Is truly 
multi-layered, taken from classical analogies and 
sign-elements deeply seated In the human psyche. 

First, t~ surrounding the entire 
emblem ;~;epresented~ 
Helios(of the Greeks), Siva(of the ~ 
Horus(of the Egyptians). It was seen by these 
cultures, and by most Native American tribes, as 
symbolical of the male principle manifesting Itself as 
"reason," law, logic, order, and organtzattoifrFor the 
most part, It still holds that value In the 
consciousness of people even today(Jesus, for 
Instance, is often portrayed In art as descending 
from a circle of flame, or with the solar disc "halo" as 
a nimbus around his head'. The sun was Included In 
our logo to represent the masculine element In us, 
and all people. and to remind us that we have a 
mission to perform as an organization, and that 
reason Is our tool for enlightening those who 
presently don't understand or accept us. It 
surrounds the entire symbol to show that we are 
rising Into action. that we have taken on a social 
purpose. It represents our external "demeanor" In 
the world. 
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_ L.l.l!!,...._.z. ... econd main element -ts ·rne - lwo -crescent 
In the sun's circle. The moon has, from 

anc stood for the mysterious, magical, 
emlnlne element all people. It Is the symbol of the 

proto- theist Great Mother, "She who brought life to 
the com," and was used to represent the goddesses 
Ishtar I Ashtarte(Babylonlan/ Assyrian), Isis 
(Egyptian), and Dlana(Greek). The moon was 
employed by all ancient cultures to reckon time, to 
decide when to plant and sow crops. and to 
determine when the fertility of people and animals 
was at an apex. The moon was thought to Inspire 
prophecy. to rule over the unpredictable( Fortuna, 
goddess of the "Wheel Of Chance" to the Latins) and 
the birth, life and death cycle of existence. The moon 
was Included In the symbol to represent the 
peaceful. loving, nurturing and prophetic part of our 
nature: the part that makes us decry violence, 
hierarchies and competition, and empathize with 
suffering, gentleness and beauty. The moon 
represents our Internal awareness and our ability to 
love ourselves and others. 

!he sun an~n combination, then, is one way 
of stating that transgendered people unite the forces 
of male and female into one identity and 
consciousness. 

The two moons themselves have their own 
independent meanings. The red crescent facing left 
represents the male god Hennes(Mercury), who was 
the changellng(hence "mercurlal"Jgod who delivered 
riddle-messages from the other gods to hµmanktnd . 
He Is the patron of travel. change, flamboyance and 
the daring, as well as the guardian of secrets and 
closed socletles(hence the word "hermetic"). Those 
"In the know" hold that Hermes Is the patron god of 
gay people. 

(CON'T PAGE 3) 
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CALENDAR 
MEETINGS-EVENTS-OPEN HOUSE 

lST & 3RD SATURDAY .•• These .meetings begin at 8 :00 
PM. House opens at 6:00 PM for mee ting preparation 
and for those In need of the dressing room and 
makeover facilities. Meeting content Includes either a 
group discussion period or a featured presentation of a 
subject of Interest to crossdressers and transsexuals. 
Refreshments and a light buffet are always available. 
The meeting cost is $5. 

2ND & 4TH SATURDAY .•. These afternoons and 
evenings are open dates. Peer support group members 
may create and schedule their own social and 
educational programs for these dates . as long as the 
events are consistent with the goals and philosophy of 
Expressing Our Nature, Inc. Contact a board member 
f'or assistance with your program idea. The meeting 
cost for these dates is $5. 

lSTTUESDAY ••• Board of Directors Meeting, Expressing 
Our Nature. Inc. 7:00 PM. Contact a board member if 
you have ideas or topics you would like to have the 
board consider. 

EVERY THURSDAY ... Class nlght...currently makeover 
classes gtven by Angels Sheedy. A series of five classes 
that will bring you to the look that Is just right for you. 
This is an active and friendly evening at EON, as many 
members also just drop by in order to spend time 
together on an open night. Cost is $10 a clau, which 
is then donated to EON. 

2ND & 4TH TUESDAYS .•. Newsletter Night..lf any 
members want to participate in this project. please sign 
up. We need articles, news items, and members to take 
over speclflc newsletter tasks .. .labeling, stamping. 
stuffing. mailing, etc . Snacks and refreshments ... plus 
friendship and the benefits of working together to create 
a successful and supportive group. 

SEPTEMBER 12th •••• "Coming Home" dinner party. 
Featuring a guest speaker from the Gender Community 
(TBA). Music, slide show, and the drawing of the Fine 
Arts and Craft Raffle tickets. 

National & Rciiopal Event• 

1. 18th ADDUJ.Faatuia Fair ... Llve, learn and explore 
the diverse aspects of alternative gender styles. 
Extensive program . October 16-25, 1992 
Provincetown, Mau 

2 . ParaCH.e ~ The Poeonoa ... A getaway experience of 
pure fun .. . A take-over of an entire country resort. May 
14-17 and September 17-20, 1992 Pocono• Mtns PA. ., 

3. ~f:· ~ffany ~IUb - ~tC1"ew En,ta.Dd 12th Annual 
Pro~c.etOWii Sprln& Jl:,ling .. :A.t the elegant BoatSlip 
Beach Club. May 26-June 1, 1992 Provincetown, 
Mau. 

4 . .. -'1'~~ _ Sec,~~d- .AnJluaJ;::_· New woman'• 
~litt;nmffes .. . Sponsored by the New -Womaii caucus. 
For post-operative tr34ssexuals and their s ignificant 
others. September 10-13, 1992 Euex, MA. 

5.SQ.g them ;.LCQ:Jil'Oji .. . A series devoted to the 
exploration of gender Issues and alternative lifestyles. 
Includes top sex reassignment surgeons, therapists, 
experienced people from our community and an 
extensive program of seminars. discussion groups, 
speeches and workshops for and by crossdressers. 
transgenderists and transsexuals. Also ... social 
occasions, fashion shows, many vendors. and hollywood 
makeup artist. Jim Bridges. September 30 - October 
4, 1992 Atlanta, GA. 

6.':r,'~~.S-~~~~~'.t_~ ... On the Sun Viking of the 
Royal Caribbean Cruise Line. Sponsored by Dr. Peggy 
Rudd, author of MY HUSBAND WEARS MY 
CLOTHES.September 6-13, 1992 

7 : 1ntJ:l~~;,~~l'lilii!':ifJ~···Grande Dame of 
events. October 16-25, 1992, Provincetown, MA. 

B. '!millell.672..Qilf_iii!iiiZ~tiiiU!>11. .. Sponsored 
by TRI-ESS Chapter Sigma Epsilon, November 11-15, 
1992 Atlanta, GA. 
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A MEMORIAL TO OUR HISTORY: 
A CELEBRATION OF OUR IDENTITY 

(con't from page 1) 

The silver crescent facing right is the symbol 
of the goddess Aphrodite. the patron of 
heterosexual love and female beauty. Aphrodite 
is the embodiment of the fertility power. Woman 
as mother and lover, as well as mistress. In an 
early Greek myth. Hermes and Aphrodite were 
said to have mated and produced a child. 
Hermaphroditus. who was half female and half 
male(hence our word "Hermaphrodite"). This 
being was said to possess special magical 
powers. and in Hellenistic period Greece was 
frequently depicted in art and sculpture as the 
ideal of beauty and mystery. 

The Greek culture also possesses a 
myth(recounted in Plato's "Symposium") that 
said originally all people were united creatures. 
i.e.. some were male/male unities. some 
female/female. and some female/male. In this 
myth. these proto-humans were round-shaped. 
perfectly happy and complete. The gods became 
jealous that these humans were so perfect. and 
split them in half. From that point foward. all 
people have been born incomplete, longing for 
restoration with their missing half. This myth 
was used by the Greeks to explain the 
differences in sexual preference and gender 
identity that they observed from person to 
person. It can be seen symbolized in our logo by 
the fact that there are two moons. each 
essential to the other- different but equal. 

Finally. the name of our symbol. the 
"Berdache." is taken from Native American 
history. It was the word used by the earliest 
French explorers of the New World for the 
transgendered natives they encountered in 
virtually every tribe and clan. Translated. this 
word can mean either "third sex" or "third 
gender." 

The Berdache were frequently the sacred 
shamans, story-tellers . healers and magic
makers of the Native peoples . Myths have it that 
they "kept the peace" by being a bridge between 
the two warring elements of male and female, 

which could not understand each other. but 
were compelled toward each other so that the 
species would continue. This name choice for 
our logo should serve as a reminder to us that 
transgendered people, in the past, have served 
an essential role in societies which thrived. in 
many ways. better than the one we exist in 
today. It is our belief that the oppression and 
"disappearance" of transgendered people in 
Western society is a major reason why our 
culture is too often 
compulsive. confused. materialistically driven. 
and prone towards violence: we can only see 
irreconcilable opposites. and ~ 
builders" are silenced This name-Berdache
arso embodies the EON philosophy that 
"blending in" is not always the solution. because 
that often means conforming to a different 
extreme. rather than blending extremes into a 
new possibility of being. 

We have a symbol-a logo-to be very proud of. 
It recalls our history and the noble role we have 
held in many places. in many times. It reminds 
us that it is the society we find ourselves trying 
to live in that's messed up, not us. It reminds 
us that our survival depends on a balance 
between polar opposites. and on support for 
and from others like ourselves. It declares to 
everyone that we are here. ready to do our 
ancient job of transformation and challenge. 
confounding the perceptions of those mired in 
stasis. working out a new way of loving in the 
world. 
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~8~·~ 
"Some people come into our lives and quickly 
ao. Some stay for awhile and leave footprints 
in our hearts and we are never the same." 

I read this statement on a quUt that was made 
to remember an individual who died of AIDS. 
About 800 quUts were on display in Rochester. 
New York at the end of May as part of the 
NAMES PROJECT. It was a very moving 
experience. The emotion of vtewtng these quUts 
that recalled what these people meant to their 
frtends and loved ones caused me to re.fleet on 
how important relationships are to all of us. The 
tragedy of AIDS has become a catalyst for 
change. All the various quUts communicated how 
the stckness brought individuals together. Yet 
the sadness of their deaths created a bond that 
goes beyond the individual, and has brought a 
whole community together. This change has 
caused all sorts of people to become more 
human. What I mean ts that we care more about 
others. We realize that the changes we 
expertence throughout our lives become more 
tolerable if we can care about others. The deaths 
of the ones remembered on the quUts has been 
a dUftcult change. but one that the makers of the 
quUts were able to survive because they were 
able to demonstrate that they cared. 

I learned that change ts inevitable parttcularly 
wtth the relationships in our lives. It seems that 
people always are coming or going. 
Unfortunately. it's the going that becomes so 
dUftcult when someone so very close to us 
leaves. Our crossdressing many times becomes 
a catalyst for change because it elicits strong 
emotions. if even casual acquaintances are 
adversely affected. we can understand why our 
closest relationships struggle with tt. This doesn't 
mean that all our relationships have a problem 
with our crossdressing activity, but the fact that 
tt becomes this catalyst for change forces ones 
close to us to re-evaluate themselves. They see 
that we have been able to reconcile a very 
important aspect of our personality and thts. 
then, motivates them to face stmUarly important 
issues in their lives. This inspection of self 
creates an environment of change which affects 
the relattonshtp. 

Recently, I just ended a relatl.onshtp with a 
wonderful lady. She was the first to accept my 
crossdressing as a part of me, and it did not 
diminish her affection. She broke through a wall 
that I had buUt to conceal my feminine side from 
everyone. She taught me to be proud of my 
dijference and that I wasn't bad for being thts 
way. Once that wall was removed, my heart 
was open to develop a strong love that I had not 
let myself experience before. 

Our bond continued to grow in surprising 
ways. We communicated our innermost feelings 
and understood each other completely. Then, 
slowly at first. changes started to occur. My 
increased comfort with myself caused her to 
consider incongruities with her own lifestyle. It 
wasn't my crossdresstng that was the reasonfor 
her questioning, but tt was the catalyst. She 
realized what she needed to do to be complete
and being in a close relattonshtp with me was 
not included. 

Now I am following the lead of the 
quUtmakers. They demonstrated their love by 
sewing a rememberance of someone close to 
them. They showed they cared. They took an 
active role so as to make the change in the 
relationship tolerable. I have to realize that the 
relationship has not ended but it certainly has 
changed. We are both better for sharing our love, 
and now I must show that I care by supporting 
her move. This ts the hard part, that of being 
self-forgetting, but the message on the quUts 
spoke of that very attitude. It was what I needed 
to hear. Thank you, quUtmakers. 
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"The idea of the supernatural as being 
something over and above-the natural ls a kUling 
Idea. In the middle ages this was the Idea that 

finally turned the world into something like a 
wasteland, a land where people were living 
inauthentic lives, never doing a thing they truly 

-· 

"'-· ·· ... ~,, .. --:- __ THE'MOTH!;R_~GODQE~s;·_o.' · ·:..~';,f~' 
· ·oRTHE:SUPERNATURAL4SREALLY ONEY .... -.... . .. - ·-· -- THE NATURAL .. . -

wanted to because the supernatural laws required them to live as directed by their clergy. In a 
wasteland, people are fuifllllng purposes that are not properly theirs but have been put upon them as 
inescapable laws. This ls a killer. The twelfth-century troubadour poetry of courtly love was a protest 
against this supernaturally justifled violation of life's joy in truth. So too the Tristan legend and at least 
one of the great versions of the legend qf the Grau, that of Wolfram von Eschenbach. The splrtt ls really 
the bouquet of life. It ls not something breathed into life. This ls one of the glorious things about the 
mother-goddess religions, where the world ls the body of the Goddess, divine in itself, and divinity isn't 
something ruling over and above afallen nature ... 

However, our story of the Fall in the garden sees nature as corrupt; and that myth corrupts the whole 
world for us. Because nature ls thought of as corrupt, every spontaneous act ls sinful and must not be 
yielded to. You get a totally dUferent way of living according to whether your myth presents nature as 
fallen or whether nature ls in itself a manifestation of divinity, and the splrtt ls the revelation of the 
divinity that ls inherent in nature." 

.. . Joseph Campbell. The Power Of Myth. 

"I think style is a totally natural thing. One has standards and through 
concentration maintains, that's all it is. It's a normal rhythm which covers 
everything. There's nothing difficult about anything that is innate. Style is a 
wonderful thing to have because it maintains you thoroughly- the way you 
behave, the literature you read, your life with friends, with children and with 
your family. Style is always growing and changing, always finding new outlets 
and interests ... 

Fashion is not the same thing as style. Fashion is everywhere, on the daily air, and it's always moving. 
People can pick up fashion in boutiques, or seeing something on the street, etc., but it doesn't mean they have 
style. They can be very badly dressed, very badly put together, and have no authority because perhaps they have 

no authority within themselves." 

Diana Vreeland, former fashion editor of Harper's Bazaar, editor of Vogue, and special consultant to the 
Costume Institute of the Metropolitan Museum, drawing vast audiences to her exhibits of fashion of the past, 
which illustrate the evolution of style, costume as history, and garment design as art. 
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I 

Now and then we hear the leaders and writers of 
the gender community speak of the need and 
advantage of"comlng together," both within our own 
community and In terms of linking up with other 
communities. Usually, this linking up refers to the 
gay community and the women's movement- the 
thought here being that oppression and 
discrimination based on gender, sex. and sexuality 
are what we hold In common. 

I believe that there is truth In this . I also believe 
that there are advantages In being even more 
inclusive. There are additional opportunities awaiting 
us In terms of "coming together." additional ways to 
create a larger context for the living out of our 
transgendered nature In relationship to other kinds 
of "people of difference." 

Even In addition to the most obvious, or most 
often refered to, kinds of Individual or coalition
based activism, there are those methods of creating 
change that simply present themselves as ordinary. 
everyday opportunities because we just may be 
caring human beings. 

With this In mind, I would like to suggest that In 
addition to the usual ways In which we sometimes( or 
all the tfme)present our gender reality outside our 
group or convention spaces-bars, restaurants and 
shopping malls, for Instance- we consider disclosing 
our f~mlnlne, transgender reality by volunteering Its 
power, beauty and courage to the service of any one 
of a number of community, charitable, or other 
"activist" causes that are also able to Improve the 
quality of the lives ofother people. We need only look 
within to uncover these areas of service that may 
appeal to our individuality- our talents, skills, 
education and personality qualities. This type of 
"coming together" may even turn out to hold some 
challenges and growth opportunities- not only for 
the transgendered, but for society Itself-that are not 
present at the conference tables occupied by the 
leaders. 

Certainly, both types of activism are needed- both 
types of "coming together." But let us never forget, 
that ultimately we all need, each and every one of 
us. to "come together" within ourselves, and that 
must be accomplished were we are right now: within 
the reality of day-to- day living Itself. 

Charllss Dolge 

II 
" .. . we built our whole Gray Panther movement on the 
network principle, on people we knew. 

Our first Intention was not to become bogged down 
In what I call old folk issues, or the special Interests 
of old people-never. You have to have transcendent 
Issues In the country. And so this has been our 
stance. We're not a gray power lobby. It Is very hard 
for people to understand that. We're 
Intergenerational and we have centered on issues 
that affect people of all ages. Our analysis is very 
radical: racism, sexism, ageism and economic 
Imperialism are all of a piece. They're all oppressive, 
they're all alienating and they have to be stopped, 
eradicated, and there has to be a grand strategy, a 
convergence. We're looking for a convergence, where 
it all comes together ... 

Most groups only focus on one issue. This Is one 
of the reasons why the Gray Panthers Is focusing on 
coalitions. It's unlque ... the political base and the 
philosophy that social change must be systemic and 
societal. It can't affect just one small segment. There 
has to be a radical critique of the whole society ... " 

... Margaret Kuhn, founder of the Gray 
Panthers, a national organization based on her 
philosophy that young and old should work together 
In the continuing struggle for human liberation to 
eradicate discrfmlnatlon against the elderly. 
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This month we are going to point out afew more 
things about the eyes and discuss application 
methods. 

Last month we talked about how important the 
eyes are in establishing intttal contact wtth another 
person and just how expressive the eyes can be. 
The questton we should be asking ourselves this 
month ts, how do I get those Sophia Loren eyes? 
Alluring . feminine, soft, bedroom eyes are not the 
only things we should be thinking about because 
not everyone looks good with Sophta's makeup 
techntque for the eyes. So lets start of with some 
bastes that you may not be aware of. 

The area around the eyes ts very sensitive and 
this should be remembered when putting on 
makeup. The eyes are also very prone to infections 
and virus attacks such as Pink Eye. if you wear 
contact lenses, working around the eye area ls 
always d![fl.cult because of makeup media dropping 
tnto the eye itself. These are afew of the bastes 
we should remember. 

Wash the eyes well before beginning your 
makeover. As you apply moisturizer to your face, 
also apply it to your eyelids. There are special 
moisturizers that are creamier and more soluble for 
the eyes and besides making your eyelid area 
softer the cream also helps to make the skin more 
pltable and less ltkely to wrinkle. Remember that 
you should avoid pulltng or stretching the skin 
around the eyes because that can cause wrinkles, 
so be gentle and enjoy the soft feel of the cream 
under the lower ltd area. Work wtth a Q-Ttp under 
the eyes and be very careful to blend it outfrom the 
eyes. Do not apply concealer or lightener cream 
along the base of the nose, this will make your 
nose appear wider. 

Wtth your large, soft powder brush. dtp the brush 
tn your usual face powder and ltghtly apply the 
powder to the entire area around the eyes and the 
lids. This will help to provide a lovely pallet for 

your eye colors and the colors will not run or clump 
up in any creases of the lids. Now you are ready 
to put on the eyeshadows. Remember, using 
someone else's eye makeup can lead to a spread of 
germs and infections from one person to another, so 
don't use someone else's makeup. 

Generally speaking. most of us need to spread 
our eyes apart more and obtain the "almond shape" 
that appears so feminine. The baste rule ts 
thts .... dark colors recede and light colors expand. 
Applying this to your eyeshadow, you should start 
with the darkest color on the outside corner of the 
eye. and as you apply color from the corner to the 
center of the face, the colors should always get 
lighter as they go across the eyelid. Your ltghtest 
color will be used from the inside corner of the eye 
and rise up over the ltd and under the eyebrow to 
highlight. I usually use three colors of eyeshadow. 
Black or charcoal on the outside corner, a normal 
green, red, vtolet, etc. directly over the lid area and 
a ltghter shade of the same color in the corner of 
the eye andfor highlighting. lf the occasion calls 
for it (glamour), I will highlight under the brows 
with an trridescent color. For fair haired blondes 
and lighter skin tones it ts better to start off with 
brown eyeshadow in the corner and lighter shades 
for the other colors, but _ the same rule 
appltes .... dark on the outside to light on the inside. 
You wtlljlnd that this will actually give your eyes 
the appearance of being farther apart and widening 
the space in between them. 

The best applicator for eyeshadow ts a brush. 
The tips of makeup sponges work well to blend 
colors, remove color when too much ts applied and 
balance the color so you don't look dark in one eye 
and lighter in the other. 

Next month we will talk about eyeliners, mascara 
and maybe eyebrows if we have the room. 
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EXCERPIB 

WE HOPE TO MAKE THIS A REGULAR 
FEATURE. WHEREIN WE WILL SHARE SOME OF 
THE WISDOM AND EXPERIENCE OF OTHERS, 
FROM THOSE WITHIN OUR COMMUNITY. 
THOSE ASSOCIATED WITH IT. AND ANYONE 
ELSE WITH A MESSAGE THAT HAS THE 
POTENTIAL TO OPEN OUR MINDS AND EXPAND 
OUR THINKING. MEMBERS SHOULD FEEL FREE 
TO SUBMIT MATERIAL FOR CONSIDERATION JN 
THIS SPACE. 

Thefollowtng was written by Renee Chtnquapln. a therapist 
who has experience with gender clients. 

It ts excerpted.from her article "Romancing The Self. " which 
appeared In the January-February 1992 Issue of the ETVC 
Newsletter. 

n ... Jn line with the writings of c. w. Jung and 
hts followers, this feminine aspect of self. the 
anima archtype, resides within men as a 
balancing reservoir of feminine energies, 
behaviors and wisdom. Composed of memories 
of real, media and mythological images of 
women, this anima aspect of a man also 
containS forbidden behaviors he has learned he 
can only have with an actual woman. 

Men seek in their wives and lovers qualities 
that also exist to a lesser degree wtthin 
themselves, such as empathy, relatedness, 
vulnerability, emotionality. intuttton and 
groundness in the here and now. Patriarchy has 
long encouraged these in women but frowned 
upon them in heterosexual men. Whether 
projected upon a real woman. or discovered 
within himself. a man's anima serves to enrich 
hts creative, emotional, sexual and spiritual 
being. It manifests in dreams, art, poetry, and 
religious symbology. The anima guides a man 
through the rich storehouse of spontaneity and 
wisdom latent in his unconscious. 

.. . The mysterious feminine self that the 
crossdresser wrestles with ts none other than 
this same anima that every man has to deal 
with in one way or another .... Transgendered 
men have the capacity to manifest within 
themselves a concrete incarnation of their 
animas. Their ritualtsttc crossdressing allows 
them to transcend Patriarchy's gender 
straightjacket and homophobic prohibitions. 

.. .Instead of falling in love with the Feminine in 
an actual woman, a transgendered manfalls in 
love with a repressed part of himself. 

... To ignore or trivialize the anima ts to treat 
one's own feminine energy with the disrespect 
with which Patriarchy treats women in general. 
The crossdresser has an advantage over other 
men in that he can ltterally meet hts anima in 
the mirror and through others' responses to this 

femme self. It ts up to each individual man to 
summon up the courage to gratefully honor hts 
anima's guidance and sacredness- to proudly 
romance hts own Seif. 

•••••••Note: It ts the responslbtllty of EON and 
its individuals to help each other with this last 
ideal- "to summon up." 

Also, I think we need to get past the author's 
confusion of gender and sex terms, i.e. refering 
to man(gender} when male(sex} would be 
appropriate. 

.. .. .... ....... ... .... . C.D. 
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=,jW~l{ ... ~'s over now. No more Waiting For Godot. That is, the play 
: ::epr~gen by Samuel Beckett and performed( also directed)by our friend 

< A 1"=,eb'' Thibault and his cast of five other actors has had its run at 
.. ··.Syracuse stage. 

·=·:::::; •• ·::·:::: 

={'::: What we have now, here at EON, are_,,.fhe='~mgr.ies of their splendid 
performance and all those rehearsa~··:tha,~''toqk ,plqce tn our meeting 
room. ::, .. · @L, .. ·_,·_,·_,•_,:,•:f ' _,.=.'·'·,:.=f' :} ./'''(' .;.;.· .·:·:··. J~~: .·:=:::::::=::j:~:::::: 

·====·:·=·=·:=:=(=====· .air ·====· =~~t. 
The pr:;99eeds of the three performances at Syracd'e:=S'~g'= benefited 
the ~r$'ori$ ;:;\Ytth Aids Support Fund. ,,,,,, .. , · 

·=:=: ·-:·::: .. ;-::: ::t )~f -~it ·'=\:; ... :)::-<·:::~:;: 

The sh~fih.~ .,,oj~µrj:'§~~ce and the opportunity to interact with theflne /f 
people of this cdst provided each and every one of us with 9.Hf. CfDt~/\:,;,.,,,,, 

« .:::::: ~~::dc:t.a:g::::~cquWed a ~\JUlYn ./ 
;t .. : : ••/'~&guse of your presence that is still felt and apprectdted. You have 
''''::::•'·,,, he!,pf;_pl :F{>N and its members become more complete . 

. c··:··:...'c. ''''::::;:_:·::::c;;::•;•· .. · 
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• '~ • Board of Directors: Charliss Dolge, Presiden~ Angela Sheedy, Vice President: Audrey • ~ ~ - • 

McCarthy, Sec.JTreas.: Sara Harris, Member: Ann Harper, Member; Kathy Peckham, Member. 

STATEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY 

WE BELIEVE IN: 

THE RIGHT OF THE TRANSGENDERED PERSON TO FULL PARTICIPATION IN AND ACCEPTANCE AND AFFIRMATION 
BY SOCIETY AS A WHOLE. THIS IS THE RIGHT TO DIGNITY. 

THE RIGHT OF ALL PEOPLE SUBJECT TO OPPRESSION TO COME TOGETHER IN UNI'IY AND TO CREATE MECHANISMS 
OF SUPPORT FOR OTHERS OF LIKE KIND. THIS IS THE RIGHT TO PEACEFUL COMMUNITY. 

THE RIGHT OF EACH INDNIDUAL TO DEFINE THEMSELVES AS THEY WISH TO BE AND TO SEEK OUT THEIR 
PERSONAL INTEGRI'IY WITHOUT HINDRANCE. THIS IS THE RIGHT TO SELF LOVE. 

WE FURTHERMORE BELIEVE: 

THAT PERSONS WHO ARE TRANSGENDERED AND/OR OF SAME-GENDER SEXUAL ORIENTATION ARE ENDOWED, 
BY VIRTUE OF THEIR DIFFERENTNESS, WITH A SPECIAL CHARISMA AND UNIQUE VOCATION TO TRANSFORM THE 
PERCEPTIONS OF OTHERS AND THE WORLD ITSELF BY BEING EXEMPLARS OF TOLERANCE AND LOVE. 

THAT OUR HAPPINESS, PERSONAL GROWTH, AND SENSE OF FULFILLMENT AS INDNIDUALS CAN ONLY BE ACHIEVED 
WHEN WE PERSEVERE IN HONESTLY OPENING THE REALI'IY OF OUR SELVES TO OTHERS. EON EXISTS TO HELP 
CREATE AND TO PROMOTE THAT COURAGE. 

0000000000000000000000 

~ Ow ~ hie.. is a non profit community serviu 01lJanlzation for crossirusus, transgtnilerists, ani tmn.ss~. 

Strvlas induile: pttr support group mun6ersliip; rtgufar{y sclitiufti program ani iiscussion matings r.acft montfi; wu~ class niglits; sptdaf socJaf tfltnts 
for mcn6ers, family, ani frUmls. 

'£0'7{ also maintains offias, muting rooms, ani a fibrary wliidz llTt optn to pur support group mun6ers at fJQl'ious tfmts tfirougliout tfie wut_ 

'7.k pur support group is an optn group, tfiat is, a[[ art wt!comL regartfftss of gentler uuntifo:.ation or sQ(}Ulf oriL.ntation. 'EO'J( stresses a /io{istic. ani non 
discriminatory approacli to personal tfevtwptnLnt witliin tftL pur support group. 

'EO'J( also engages in educational outreacli activity aimti at: colkges ani univmiti.ts; groups witliin tfie gay!ks6ian ani W OTtUns' moVOTIL.nt; tfie soda{ justic.t 
cummunity; otlier pu!JIU organizations. 

'11ie 'J.f!.wsktur i.s a montfily pu!Jlication. Cost of '11ie 'J.f!,wsktter is induilea in tlie currtnt annual pttr support group iues. articfu, news itcns, reprints ani 
original artwork, art wdcomL. JA{[ su!Jmissions will 6e sufijtct to ttlitorial poli£y. 
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